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Will InvestiGators Mango and RoboBrash be able to solve this latest mystery in the hilarious
adventure series perfect for fans of Dog Man?! The InvestiGators’ new mission has our sewerloving secret agents bugging out in InvestiGators: Ants in Our P.A.N.T.S, the latest chapter in
the hilarious adventure series from John Patrick Green. With agent Brash trapped in a
mysterious coma, the technicians at S.U.I.T. have designed the ultimate replacement:
RoboBrash! This high-tech replica has been programmed with all of the original Brash’s crimefighting skills and knowhow—but it seems he’s got a few bugs in his system! Will Mango and
his new partner be enough to stop the giant ants that are on a rampage in the city?
Orchestrated by the spaced-out villain, Maestronaut, and Houdino, the dinosaur escape artist,
it seems criminals are certainly upping the ANT-y!
Wisden has grown through the years to embrace innovation and maintain its status as the
most revered and cherished brand in cricket. The 'Bible of Cricket', Wisden Cricketers'
Almanack has been published every year since 1864. Wisden's Cricketers of the Year Awards,
one of the oldest honours in the sport, dates back to 1889. The Almanack, known for editorial
excellence, has been a perennial bestseller in the UK. The fourth edition with India-specific
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content is even more engrossing. Contributors include Ramachandra Guha, Ian Chappell, Ajit
Wadekar, Amol Rajan, Osman Samiuddin, Dileep Premachandran, Prashant Kidambi, Ruchir
Joshi, Rajdeep Sardesai, Akash Chopra, Jarrod Kimber, and Jack Hobbs
A powerful and heartfelt coming-of-age novel that follows Martin Kelso as he grows up in
1980s New York and faces the magic of first experiences, as well as the heartbreak of hardwon life lessons. Martin Kelso's comfortable world starts to change at the age of eleven. Girls
get under his skin in ways he never noticed before. His cousin Evie, who used to be Marty's
closest confidante--the one who taught him the right way to eat a pizza and how to catch
tadpoles--has grown up into a stranger, mysterious and unpredictable. Marty and his best
friends once inhabited fantasy worlds of their own making, full of cowboys and cops and
robbers, where the heroes always won the day. But now, as neighborhood kids are attacked
on their walk to school, they find themselves wanting to play a new game that better prepares
them for real life. As life changes quickly and Marty feels less secure with himself, the
difference between games and reality, friend and foe, and right from wrong becomes much
more difficult to distinguish. At the same time, this new world offers possibilities as exciting as
they are frightening. This poignant debut perfectly captures the intense emotion, humor, and
earnestness of young adulthood as Marty, age eleven to seventeen, navigates a series of lifechanging firsts: first kiss, first enemy, first loss, and, ultimately, his first awareness that the
world is not as simple a place as he had once imagined.
In this authoritative and lively book, Doug Schmidt traces bowling's roots from a German
religious rite centuries ago to the sport that made Milwaukee famous. From the taverns and
saloons that housed recreational games to the sell-out crowds and million-dollar beer
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sponsorships of televised tournaments, this well-illustrated book covers both sport and city,
charting the changing face of bowling over the century. Packed with memorable showdowns
and improbable heroes, "They Came to Bowl" will take you back to the changing lanes of
bowling in Milwaukee and the sport as a whole."
A Washington, DC newspaper reporter, Max Mallard, is sent to investigate the town of Wise.
Rumor has it that the town has decided to call of Christmas. Is this a hoax or the truth? To his
surprise, Mallard finds Wise, a small town nestled up in the Appalachian Mountains, truly
canceling the holiday celebrations, including the New Year. The people simply cannot afford it.
The entire town went bust virtually overnight. It would be reckless to celebrate such a holiday
that is certain to be costly. Adding to the town’s problems, their mayor, Howard Peel, quite
abruptly fled Wise and his family a year earlier. He had not been heard from since. No one else
volunteered to take on the mayoral responsibility of running a town with a ruined economy. As
the disheartened people of Wise are just about to cast their votes to officially cancel Christmas,
a mysterious visitor shows up announcing he has a remarkable Christmas story to tell. The
town’s people show no interest in the stranger nor his ‘tale.’ They are eager to cast their
votes until he stops them cold with the promise of a fantastic story involving their missing
mayor, Howard Peel.
When evil rises, one witch must save the world. Cassie Black is a sorceress struggling with her
growing powers and chaotic love life. As the guardian of a portal, she must stop a dark force
spreading its influence in her small Pacific Northwest town. Cassie's friend Larry is shot twice
in an alley. Clenched in his hand is a note, which reads, "BEWARE BLACK WITCH." The note
could mean many things, and none of them are good. As Cassie unravels the mystery of his
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death, someone tries to murder her. Being a beautiful enchantress, Cassie attracts interesting
men, who complicate her life. The very human detective, Gavin McGregor, suspects Cassie is
the cause of all the unusual happenings in his own and watches her every move. Her former
boyfriend, Alessandro, the vampire, wants her back in his life, alive or dead. Sanjay Kahn, a
wickedly handsome, rogue warlock, vies for her attention and her heart. A murder to solve, a
force of darkness to wrestle with, and a full dance card … what more could a good witch want?
A Double Shot of Magic is the second book in the critically acclaimed Perfect Brew trilogy. It
can be read as a stand-alone or as part of the series. If you like magical cozies with strong
characters, romance, and humor, you'll love this novel. It has a happy ending. Buy A Double
Shot of Magic today and enjoy a fun, heart-warming story filled with intrigue and sweet
romance.
Beach Lover's Journal - What you're looking for this summer! Travel to the beach and keep
your memories alive forever with this beach lover's journal. The notebook is filled with beachthemed lined stationery paper for taking notes, making lists, journaling, or using it as a diary on
your trip. SIZE: 6x9 inches PAGE: 150 Pages Click Buy Now and Enjoy your travel!!!
Johnny Lupul is riding high. He’s got a PI license, a concealed carry permit, his first big
payday and a monster of a secret. After rescuing a bookie’s daughter from Russian mobsters,
the newbie PI catches the attention of a rich, mysterious client. At first, it’s easy money. After
all, magic isn’t real and those “occult” objects have to be fakes. But while chasing an ancient
relic, an obsessed enemy from his past emerges. Johnny learns that the world is much
stranger—and more dangerous—than he ever suspected. Malignant forces dwell in Egyptian
artifacts, Romani superstition is fact, and being a werewolf may be the most normal thing he
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has to face on this case.
Jump-start a Judy Moody collection! This set makes it easy to keep track of her
many hilarious moods. For Judy Moody fans who are partway there and eager to
catch up on more recent escapades, here is the perfect solution! This double-rare
collection features: JUDY MOODY PREDICTS THE FUTURE JUDY MOODY,
M.D.: THE DOCTOR IS IN! JUDY MOODY DECLARES INDEPENDENCE
Reprint of the original, first published in 1869.
This book is about how folks were turned into frogs to learn a valuable lesson to
be good in society.
When twelve-year-old Gena starts to see an unknown girl with pigtails and a unieyebrow reflected in her mirror, she and the other Fortune Tellers Club members
try to discover the girl's identity and somehow recover Gena's reflection.
In a world where nothing is certain, a little magic couldn't hurt...right? When Erin
Channing's favorite aunt dies, Erin is bequeathed a pink crystal ball and a set of
weird instructions. Granted, Aunt Kiki (aka Aunt Kooky) always lived "outside the
box." But now Erin and her two best friends are convinced that the pink crystal
ball holds the key to their future-or at least the key to getting dates... Consider
Your Fate to Be Sealed . . . Absolute knowledge is not unlimited; let the planets
be your guide to the number. There are sixteen ways to die, but four of them you
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will never see. The future belongs to you alone. Other voices will be
disappointed. One rotation is as far as you can see. Only uncertainty lies beyond.
In Garfield’s Guide to Everything, the philosophizing fat cat weighs in on a whole
kit and caboodle of subjects, from ecology to astrology, Shakespeare to stupidity.
Sleep — “The best 18 hours of my day” Coffee — “Mother Nature’s Jumper
Cables” Dogs — “They contain 90% of the world’s drool supply.” Love — “…is
splitting the last piece of pizza.” Exercise — “My favorite spectator sport.”
Mondays — “The armpit of days.” Golf — “That’s Scottish for ‘AAARGH!’”
Eccentric, world-famous Santa Fe artist Adelaide Moran, recently arrived in
heaven, is obsessed with not having finished painting the masterpiece that she
feels will be so different from all others that it will forever ensure her legacy in the
history of art. Invading the dreams of her earthly assistant, Ramon Herrera, she
elicits his help—and that of aTaos shaman and a psychic—to steal the soul of
talented young New York painter Angelina Bonelli. Whisked to New Mexico and
held prisoner as she is guided by Moran’s ghostly hand painting on the
masterpiece, Angelina struggles against dark, seemingly immovable forces to
find her way back to the reclamation of her soul as an artist and woman. Her best
friend, jazz singer Gabriella Burke, and a handsome Santa Fe photographer,
Troy Lundberg, join forces in a race against time to rescue Angelina. Bonelli
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counts Moran as one of her favorite artists, but aches to honor her own artistic
expression. Meanwhile, even in death, the spirit of Moran will stop at nothing to
become as famous as Georgia O’Keeffe. Two painters, but only one set of
hands … and an art world that may be forever changed.
Bowling With a Crystal BallHow to Predict Technology Trends, Create Disruptive
Implementations and Navigate Them Through Industry
Legacy: Phoenix and the Dark Star is a continuation of the story from Legacy:
The Mark of Merlin. In Savannah, Georgia, on Halloween night, the benevolent
sorceress Ellen Anderson learns from Andie Cornell (a fifteen-year-old medium)
that she had drawn the attention of a sinister wizard from New Orleans who
practices an elite type of magic-a type of magic that Ellen has never heard of
before. As Ellen puts a plan into motion to defend herself, she meets several
individuals who will stand with her when she faces the sinister wizard. Among
Ellen's new allies is the eighteen-year-old Seminole shaman and vampire hunter
Winona (Winnie) Rivers. Winona and her crew (Riley and Brad) had been sent to
Savannah, Georgia to capture and execute two vampires. The two vampires
don't feed on humans though; however, Winona has never met a vampire that
didn't. When Winona's group, Ellen's group and the two vampires come face to
face with one another, Ellen demands irrefutable proof that the two vampires are
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in fact feeding on humans before she will allow Winona's group to execute them.
As a compromise, Winona agrees to let Ellen's group cast the 'Memory
Talebearer' spell-a spell that transfers memories from an individual to anyone
within range of the spell-on the vampires, and so the two vampires were taken to
a secluded location in order to do so. Once there, Winona shares her story about
how she had become a vampire hunter. About the Author Gerald Pruett was born
and raised in St. Louis. His interest in writing spans many years and is a
contributor to Fan-Fiction on the internet. Continually striving to improve his
writing, Gerald is currently working on his next project.
Provides templates and step-by-step instructions for creating twenty-seven
mosaic works of art using found and second-hand objects.
"This is Jude Deveraux at her most pleasurable," hailed Booklist in praise of her
powerful bestseller Forever....Now Deveraux brings back her gifted heroine,
Darci Monroe, in a riveting new novel of endless love and shadowed secrets.
Forever and Always Darci's psychic abilities have always guided her through
hardship...and into a once-in-a-lifetime love with her rich, powerful husband,
Adam Montgomery. When Adam vanishes in a mysterious accident, a griefstricken Darci is left alone to raise their young daughter. But her instinct tells her
the reports of Adam's death are untrue. When the FBI enlists her intuitive talents
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to solve a heinous crime, she agrees -- if they'll help to uncover the truth about
Adam. It may be a tougher deal than Darci imagined: she must go head-to-head
with Jack Rose, a criminal whose mind power matches Darci's at every turn. Now
Darci must discover if those in the highest circles of authority have her best
interests at heart -- or if someone intends to sever the everlasting bond she
shares with her one true love.
A normal day for twins Kristin and Kyle turns into an adventure to recover the
Royal Sceptre and save the Kingdom of Magedeedo from falling into the hands of
its enemy. Challenges ahead must be fought using science, magic and martial
arts skills. But will this be enough?
Combine the thought-provoking time travel of When You Reach Me with the
humorous storytelling of Lemony Snicket, and you get a wholly original journey
through time, space, and the depths of the human heart. This is a story of things
that are not possible. It's not possible for Amy to see spirits. (She does.) It's not
possible that Amy and Moo can communicate using only their minds. (They do.)
It's not possible to time-travel. (Yet.) And it's definitely not possible that witches
exist. (Seriously?) None of these things are possible. (Until now . . .)
Crystal Waters -The Cut Throat Committee gives readers a rare glimpse into the
mind of hoodlums, serial killers, convicts, bank robbers, and computer hackers.
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Lonnie adds a special twist as he contributes to the hood-life the craft of
magicians, the mystery of psychics, and dogs that are trained to do only one
thing – rob banks. In the slums of downtown Miami, Florida, Crystal is the leader
of the Cut Throat Committee. He attempts to accomplish the biggest robbery in
Miami history. The opposition is aware of his plan. Crystal’s brother is out to stop
him, and the Confidential Informant is someone very close to home. Crystal is
running out of time. He is also out of patience. Will he run out of luck? Enter the
streets of Miami as Lonnie captivates the readers of the urban genre. Vividly
detailed contributions of real robberies from some of the biggest names in bank
robbery is exposed as this author brings his protagonist to life in this modern day
version of The Doberman Gang.
This is story about predetermination, and if we had the ability to see into our
future, whether it is human nature to avoid a bad future or take advantage of a
good future. John Cardomen a New York a young Irish stockbroker acquires an
ancient Chinese crystal ball that is supposed to be thousands of years old from
the Chin dynasty from a Chinese merchant in Greenwich Village, Manhattan,
New York, for a few hundred dollars. The merchant warns John that the crystal
ball had magical properties, but Johns does not believe the merchant. The story
follows how the Chinese Crystal Ball changes the life of John Cardomen, makes
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him rich, only to have to run from some ruthless members of the Chinese Flying
Dragons Gang from Chinatown, New York.
When asked; "where do great ideas come from?" the author replied: "from the
future!" A significant, timely, and ambitious endeavor, Bowling with a Crystal Ball
by Dr. Yoram Solomon, is relevant to developers, strategists, marketers, venture
capitalists and academia alike. The book examines the impact of state-of-the-art
technologies on consumer-driven markets. A follower of disruptive technologies
with an insider's track, the author shares tools and techniques to teach readers
how to tap into future trends. In three parts, delivered in a very personal manner,
the author teaches the art of accurately forecasting fast-moving technology
trends, creating value-add market disruptions, and navigating them through the
industry maze to success. Originally published in 2007, it served as a textbook
for a technology and industry forecasting class at the Institute for Innovation and
Entrepreneurship at the University of Texas at Dallas. This 2015 edition adds the
story behind the creation of USB 3, as well as an introduction to the author's third
book, un-kill creativity, demonstrating how established companies can outinnovate startups without having to acquire them.
This volume is a much-expanded edition of Chenhall's system for classifying man-made
objects, the standard cataloging tool for thousands of museums and historical organizations
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across the United States and Canada.
There's a lot more to bowling that hurdling a large round ball at a bunch of pins. There's
science at play. This book, through plenty of diagrams and illustrations, provides students with
easy ways to relate to the new science concepts they're learning. This volume also discusses
the history of bowling and sports-related injuries.
Jesse is a young exorcist who defies his priests when he learns his sister is in danger even
though she s dead. When he s exiled to a haunted world, Jesse believes he must unravel the
mystery of ghosts if he is to save her. A game of hide-and-seek ensues in which frightening
contacts from his sister force him to face the secret, shattering meaning of a verse he knows
well: Blessed are the poor in ghost.
Nothing But (Double!) Trouble Undercover Detective: Patrick Keegan His Subject: Miss Mari
Lamott. Seemingly sweet and innocent, this alluring little lady was a closet lawbreaker. Heck, it
seemed every time Patrick turned his back on her, she was up to no good, guilty of everything
from swindling his granny to…well, some things are better left confidential. His Mission: To set
her back on the right path, even if it meant spending every minute of every day—and night!—by
her side. What he doesn't know: He's blaming Mari for her twin's wild behavior. Mari really is as
prim, proper and refined as she appears—or at least, she was before Patrick came along….
Fans of Brandon Mull and James Riley will love this action-packed, accessible fantasy series
opener about one kid’s journey to discover magic as he’s caught up in an epic battle between
two powerful ancient orders. Twelve-year-old daydreamer Joey Kopecky’s life has been
turned upside down. After acing a series of tests, he’s declared a genius and awarded a full
scholarship at a special (year-round!) school. He’s understandably devastated, until he takes
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one last test, and the room around him disappears, replaced by the interior of an old theater.
There, Joey meets the washed-up magician, Redondo the Magnificent, and makes a shocking
discovery…magic is real, but sadly, there isn’t much left in the world. It may be too late to save
what little remains, but for the first time in his life Joey wants to try—really try—to do something
big. Soon he’s swept up into a centuries-old conflict between two rival societies of
magicians—the Order of the Majestic, that fights to keep magic alive and free for all, and the
dark magicians of the Invisible Hand, who hoard magic for their own evil ends. The endless
battle for control of magic itself has reached a tipping point. For Redondo and the Order to
survive, Joey must inherit the lost legacy of Harry Houdini. Will he prove himself worthy, or will
the Invisible Hand strike him down? The answer will depend on Joey’s ability to believe, not
just in magic, but in himself.
In the Queen Geek Social Club, boys have always been strictly secondary to the goal of
spreading "geekiness" to every corner of Green Pines High School, until sophomore Shelby is
swept off her feet by the karaoke stylings of a boy named Fletcher, and Becca and Amber fall
for an artistic computer genius.
Emerald City: The New Adventures of Dorothy and the Wizard of Oz by Arnold Schildkret is a
new take on the Oz tales that L. Frank Baum invented. Unlike so many of Baum’s followers
who have through the years written imitations of the Oz books, Schildkret invents anew the
main characters and the landscape of Oz. His conception of the Deadly Desert is especially
different from that in other Oz books, as are his conceptions of Dorothy, Ozma, Roquat and
most of all Uncle Henry. In addition, his book tells an exciting tale of adventure and conflict,
including dangerous threats to the Land of Oz and even war. -Richard Tuerk, Professor
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Emeritus of Literature and Languages, Texas A&M University, Commerce, Texas. Author of Oz
in Perspective: Magic and Myth in the L. Frank Baum Books The New Adventures of Dorothy
and the Wizard of Oz The Story – The Author’s View Emerald City is a modern sequel to the
Wizard of Oz novel and film. It is an original story based on the characters of the novels of
Frank Baum. Emerald City is a story of the bond of loyalty and friendship in the Land of Oz.
Post 9/11/2001, we can all relate to a story of a utopian city where everyone loves each other
and in which good triumphs over evil. The World of Oz has been changed by the loss of the
Love Magnet. With its loss comes the immanent danger of the loss of the city, destruction of its
way of life, and destruction of all of its magical creatures and inhabitants. Other events seem to
conspire to ensure the Kingdom will be lost to Roquat, the evil Nome King. It is the humanity
and foibles of all of the characters, even the evil ones, which will stir you and tug on your
emotions. Humor and sadness, love and hate, good and evil, loss and redemption are mixed in
a potpourri of fantasy and reality. Recurrent themes throughout are understanding our
differences, loving each other, giving strangers the benefit of the doubt, and standing together
in the face of evil. The story plays on four levels, as a fairy tale for children, as science fiction,
and social and political satire for teenagers and adults.
There's a new kid in the air. Arriving just in time to satisfy the insatiable cravings of wizard fans
is a completely new character -- Mabel Syrup. But this girl is no wizard, she is a Wiccer. Enter
the world of Wiccers. These special people have lived within our society with their own rich
culture for thousands of years -- a fascinating world of crystals and mental power. Come with
Mabel into WiccerDom. Where the extraordinary is ordinary. Where she learns the ways of
Wiccers at Volcanbridge Summer Camp. Where Mabel is stretched to the limit both mentally
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and physically. Where she learns a dreadful secret about her father's past. Where she and her
new friends have to overcome the 'Shadow of the Veil'.

With the help of a mood ring, a Magic 8 Ball, and some old-fashioned intuition,
Judy Moody is convinced that she can foretell the future in a new episode that’s
funnier than ever. Judy Moody ate one, two, three bowls of cereal. No prize. She
poured four, five, six bowls of cereal. Nothing. Seven. Out fell the Mystery Prize. .
. . Judy definitely has a mood for every occasion. And now she has a mood ring
to prove it! The mood ring’s Extra Special Powers have put Judy in a predicting
mood, and her outrageous predictions have everyone wondering if Judy really is
psychic. According to "Madame M" (for Moody), the Toad Pee Club’s long-lost
mascot will reappear, Judy will earn the coveted Thomas Jefferson tricorn-hat
sticker for Great Job, Good Thinking--and love may be the real reason behind her
teacher’s new eyeglasses. Will Judy’s latest adventures put kids in a very Judy
Moody mood? (Signs point to yes!)
During your lifetime you will be meeting a lot of people in your extended journey
and travels. The quickest and easiest way to make a favorable impression is to
possess a quick, tactful and ready wit or possess a good sense of clean humor.
A few examples may help. When discussing children, you can say, I gave my son
a Spiderman costume as a gift and he said that he was Spiderman. I told him that
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he wasnt Spiderman, but I did not know how to get him off of the wall. Or, state
trooper recruit to personnel manager: What kind of pay can I expect? Reply, I
dont like to brag, but on this job you can write your own ticket. Or, a young lady
dating a mortician said, Sometimes I dont think he knows that Im alive. Or,
Doctor, when will I know something after my operation? Doctor Smoothy, That
depends on what you knew before your operation. Or, two bees drank too much
dandelion wine; they were not drunk but both of them had a buzz. Or, a different
chicken joke based on that age old question, why did the chicken cross the road?
Answer: She wanted to beat up a chicken who called her a dumb cluck. For now,
enough is enough. If you want more humor of a similar questionable nature buy
Jokes 102.
Nomenclature 4.0 for Museum Cataloging is an updated and expanded edition of
Robert G. Chenhall’s system for classifying human-made objects, originally
published in 1978. The Chenhall system is the standard cataloging tool for
thousands of museums and historical organizations across the United States and
Canada. For this fourth edition, hundreds of new terms have been added, and
every category, class, sub-class, and object term has been reviewed and revised
as needed by a professional task force appointed by the American Association
for State and Local History. This new edition features crucial revisions including:
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• A revised and updated users’ guide with new tips and advice • An expanded
controlled vocabulary featuring nearly 950 new preferred terms • 475 more nonpreferred terms in the index • An expanded and reorganized section on water
transportation • Expanded coverage of exchange media, digital collections,
electronic devices, archaeological and ethnographic objects, and more
Here's a copy of Jimmy's resume taken from his YT channel, theloveman11378,
no job too small or too big he won't tackle even if it kills you: Author, grave
digger, prize fighter, military man, private dick, fire fighter, repo man, bank
robber, hit man, singer, drummer, trapeze artist, tight rope walker, con man,
ventriloquist, tango, mambo, & meringue instructor, secret agent man, midget
wrestler, rapper, bass man, professional auditioner, mooner for hire, miner for
gold, wheeler/dealer, organ stealer, pole dancer, cowboy, counterfeiter, American
Idol wannabe, your man, and whatever else you want me to be... People ask me
what do I do for a living, that would take all day but I can say I was once a king of
the road, a hobo by trade, a man of the street. School, sure, school of hard
knocks and I got plenty of lumps to prove it. I would hop on trains and have been
from the east coast to the west coast about 25 times and I do know all the trains
in between. I've been known to have sticky fingers. I pick not only locks but old
stogies, you know, cigarette buds off the ground and I've done it all from pushing
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broom to pot washing and digging graves but I rather not talk about that cos I
never heard of dumping 3 or 4 bodies into the same pit. If you see me coming
step aside cos if you don't I will send you to the promise land. Hey enjoy Roger
Miller he too is a hobo like me, a "King Of The Road," ciao Jimmy
Punky Lucia Moberg turns sixteen in a week. She steals CDs from stores, argues
with Mom, pines for the rebel boy next door. But adolescence ends fast in a mall
parking lot when Luc's professor father is shot dead in an apparent botched
stickup. The killer flees, and so ignites an inferno that will engulf all the women it
touches: a mother whose domestic life is shrouded in darkness, a pregnant
outlaw desperate for a secure life, a dogged family cop atoning for her own
family's collapse, and Lucia herself, caught in the peril and violence that
surrounds her.
Frannie's parents throw a party for Frannie with a fortune teller and Frannie finds
her next new job: fortune teller, obviously! Frannie begins making up the fortunes
of her friends at school and realizes that there is a difference between seeing the
future and simply telling people what to do. After Frannie's customers start taking
their fortunes too seriously by refusing to shower, do their chores, and even go to
school, Frannie discovers that being psychic wasn’t her hidden talent after all.
And that is not an opinion!
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The third entry in the heartfelt, madcap Janie Chronicles has Janie O’Connelly
wishing she missed the boat. When Benny proposes to kooky Aunt Marble, it's
required that Janie, her newly designated Spirit Daughter, be in attendance.
Janie is honored (kind of) to be included, until she learns the wedding is taking
place off the coast of Mexico... on a ship. Adding to Janie’s boat and ocean
phobias is the revelation of Barry’s feelings for her. Through choppy waters,
Janie must examine her growing feelings for heartthrob Cecil while imagining the
possibilities offered by Barry (who just happens to be her lifelong crush). The
heart wants what the heart wants… But who will that be?
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